
BRACELET
Unique ID: NLM-CC654A

Object type certainty: Possibly
Workflow status: Awaiting validation

Silver possible bracelet fragment. A sub-rectangular plate with outwardly bowed long edges and
straight ends, and with a sub-rectangular loop at either end from which broken spurs project. These
suggest the object continued, perhaps as a series of similar segments. The display side of the plate
bears a plain border from which two opposed spurs project into a textured field bearing a reversed
S-shaped area of rounded scales. This has a fat vermiform appearance and a triangular indentation
in one scale at one end of the textured area might be regarded as an eye. This does not, however,
resemble early medieval renditions of reptilian or bestial subjects. The finder kindly notes from his
internet research that the texture may have served as a backing for enamel, now lost, from a
relatively recent item of costume jewellery. This reporter concurs. The finder further notes the lack
of a hallmark: if used, this may, of course, have appeared elsewhere on the object. Suggested date:
Post-Medieval, 1800-1900.

Length: 19.1mm, Width: 10.3mm, Thickness: 0.9mm, Weight: 1.15gms

Subsequent actions

Subsequent action after recording: Returned to finder

Chronology

Broad period: POST MEDIEVAL
Period from: POST MEDIEVAL 
Period to: POST MEDIEVAL 
Date from: Circa AD 1800
Date to: Circa AD 1900

Dimensions and weight

Quantity: 1

Discovery dates

Date(s) of discovery: Friday 6th April 2018

Personal details

This information is restricted for your access level.

Other reference numbers

Other reference: NLM38997
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Materials and construction

Primary material: Silver 
Completeness: Fragment 

Please accept preferences-cookies to see this map

Spatial metadata
Region: Yorkshire and the Humber (European Region)
County or Unitary authority: North Lincolnshire (Unitary Authority)
District: North Lincolnshire (Unitary Authority)
Parish or ward: Haxey (Civil Parish)

Spatial coordinates

4 Figure: SE7600
Four figure Latitude: 53.49122938
Four figure longitude: -0.85597394
1:25K map: SE7600
1:10K map: SE70SE
Grid reference source: Centred on field
Unmasked grid reference accurate to a 1000 metre square.

Discovery metadata

Method of discovery: Metal detector
General landuse: Cultivated land
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